
What are STI priorities

in the AI domain?
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Innovation system

functions
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To which extent would

your need be covered

with this information?

What are you missing to

have a 100% coverage? 

(reformulation of the

question; more

explanation; other)

M

N

Must  be known

Necessary but not sufficient

U It is not useful

3 4 5

What are the results,

outcomes and impact of

projects and

programmes?

How were citations in publications associated to projects compared

to scientific discipline average?

How many presentations in top scientific conferences? (distinction

between specialization ry, basic and applied research)

How many people were trained as researchers? As technicians?

How many new jobs were created after the project (research and

beyond) within the country?

How many patents were produced (applications/grants) in the

European Patent Office and in the US PTO? How many were used

inhouse? How many were licenced? What royalties did they produce?

What new products have been developed? How many were

launched in the market? What was their contribution to turnover,

profits, exports, taxes?

How many new production processes have been developed? How

many were launched in the shopfloor? What was their impact on

productivity?

How many new algorithms, registered and in-exploitation software

were developed? Used?

What has been the leverage of national support measures for EU

competitive funding?

What was the research employment created?

What was total employment created?

What were the private returns on investment?

What were the social returns on investments? Taxes

generated?

What are the multiplication effects of each programme?

Has the sectoral specialization of the research system

changed towards higher value added activities?

Has the sectoral specialization of the productive system

changed towards higher value added activities?

Which societal challenges have been addressed (living lab

specific/delineated)?

Have the regulation and public

procurement been adequate?
Has the regulation adopted facilitated the creation/access to

new markets?

Has public procurement of innovation produced effective

results? Has it created lead markets?
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Intelcomp AI consultation workshop

https://intelcomp.eu/
A Competitive Intelligence Cloud/High Performance Computing

Platform for Artificial Intelligence-based Science, Technology and

Innovation Policy Making.

Market

formation

75%

60%

Skills (Research,

deployment)/

(Basic) Education

and Training of

young generation

Research in

the area of

Skills and

capabilities

Research and

Tech transfer/

SME support/

DIH (Know-

How) 

Human

Resources

Infrastructures

Bring together

possibilities and

priorities though

testing

Comparison

of

innovation

systems

Links

between

Project and

Patents

(mapping)

Multilingual

aspects are

important for

search

engine

Training for

Public

Administration

(procurement)

EVALUATION

M

N

Entrepre-

neurial

activity

Knowlegde

Creation

Knowledge

diffusion

Guidance

Use the commands control + c and

then control + v to get more letters if

they are needed.

Go beyond

innovative

public

procurement

Not looking for a

product - e.g. look at

changing concepts

(everyone needs to

speak the same

language)

+ Detect

topological

changes in

connections

among projects,

e.g. emerging

hybridazation of

Go beyond

bibliometric

analysis e.g.

webscrapping

for IMPACT

assessment

Thematics

and relations

between

projects

Communication

and information

flow (e.g.

country,

regional, federal

level, etc.)

INSIGHTS (IN-

DEPTH) not

just data - e.g

through NLP

Multilingual

dimension - social

dimension

(sources/nat.

practices),

multilingual

semantics

Multilingual

- cultural

dimension

(ethics)

Mixing

sources

(taxonomies,

semantics)

Avoid silo

of

knowledge

Funding agency -

effects of all

projects (e.g. socio-

economic effects in

areas like health)
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Natural

Resources

need for

qualittative

aspects - e.g.

what domains? to

match domains

activities bi-directional

knowledge

transfer

N

databases

used for AI

systems

N

N

N

N

N

Question are

necessary

but not

sufficient
AI

researchers

professional

trajectories

From me this is

the same as the

number of new

products

developed, so it

should be an M

Innovative public

procurement is

not necessarily

the only way to

commission AI-

based systems
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65%

Use Open

Access to

reach e.g.

more young

people

Regulation and

communication

(researchers,

different fields of

science e.g. theory

and practice)

keen to look at KT from

bidirectional perspective

and understand what

data propels AI

algorithms as data is

one key factor in AI

development and

adoption

How many new algorithms, software….were developed? Used?

Communication

- multi-level

governance

SUMMARY
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